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Ø Challenges in image classification
1) High dimensionality of the image data
2) High variations across images
3) A limited number of training instances/images

Ø Why genetic programming (GP)

Ø Limitations of existing GP-based methods

ü Flexible variable-length representation
ü Performing multiple tasks (feature extraction, feature construction, and 

classification) simultaneously
ü Strong global search ability
ü Good interpretability

GP has become a promising machine learning method to image classification.

1) Might have poor generalization performance when only a few training 
instances are available

2) Most existing GP methods employ a single-tree representation, which is 
not easy to build multiple accurate and diverse base learners/classifiers
in an ensemble to improve the generalization performance

1. Develop a new ensemble construction method for image classification using
multi-tree GP that can achieve better generalization performance than many
competitive methods

2. Employ an effective tree representation with a relatively simple structure and 
a few parameters that allows base learners in the proposed method to learn 
informative features without requiring a large number of training 
instances

3. Design the new objective functions to minimize classification error and 
maximize diversity objectives simultaneously, which enables the new 
method to search for the best ensembles containing accurate and diverse base 
learners during the evolutionary learning/training process

4. Evaluate the generalization performance of the proposed method on four 
image datasets of varying difficulty with a limited number of training instances

5. Analyse the effectiveness and interpretability of the constructed ensembles
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ü Develop a new ensemble construction approach using multi-objective 
multi-tree GP

ü Use the evolutionary multi-objective optimization method to search for 
the best individual/ensemble with accurate and diverse base learners

Ø Multi-tree Representation

CA: classification algorithm
FC: feature construction
FE: feature extraction
IFF: image filtering
RD: region detection
Img: input image

üTrain the ensemble using each GP individual, where threes trees are
base learners/classifiers.

üAchieve flexible feature reuse and learn informative image features.
üSelect a suitable classification algorithm automatically for each tree.

Ø Objective Functions

1. Objective 1 --- Accuracy

2. Objective 2 --- Diversity (pairwise failure crediting (PFC))
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The higher the PFC, the better the diversity.

Ø Classification accuracy (%) on the benchmark datasets

vThe proposed approach could automatically evolve accurate and diverse 
ensembles using multi-objective multi-tree GP.

vThe proposed approach achieved significantly better generalization 
performance than many competitive methods on four datasets with a limited 
number of training instances.

v The evolved GP trees have potentially high interpretability.

Ø One tree in an example GP individual on EYALE
“Person 6” “Person 26”
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